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About This Game

Birdsketball is a local multiplayer sports game for 1 - 4 players.

At the heart of the game are simple controls that require finesse and practice to master. The birds fly and bounce around like
tiny dog-fighting planes.
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Features

2 - 4 player VS mode

Single or 2 player coop campaign

Collaborative level editor. Play while you edit.

First time flyers

The controls are simple. But to fly around effectively takes skill and practice to master. Here are some tips for improving your
game:

Take your finger off the flap button sometimes: You rotate faster if you aren't flapping.

Boost into a wall and you will rebound in the opposite direction.

Tackle your opponents by boosting into them.

Shooting is important, you fly slower when holding the ball. With practice you can perform lob shots, rebounds and
passes.

Some players prefer to use the right trigger for flapping (not me!). If you hold it just right, you can almost hover on the
spot.

Make your own levels together:
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Build a level with your friends using the collaborative level editor.
Quickly switch between flying and drawing to test the level as you make it.
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Title: Birdsketball
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports
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Waynetron
Publisher:
Waynetron
Release Date: 21 Aug, 2016
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birdsketball. birdsketball free. birdsketball download

A quick and fun game. Offers a good challenge at times. Excellent music and art. Controls are a bit wonky sometimes, but its
minor (played with xbox controller). Was unable to remap glide (I'd rather have it on trigger than bumper). Other than the
control issues, its a solid game thats a lot of fun to play.. Neat game, like spectating a Stellaris match.. too repetitive. Very nice
game! Cool and unique game-play!
It is fun to build the ramps and then stunt on them :-D. ur momma gay.. like the SMOD
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i have mixed emotions about this game i like it yes, but i have asked for help and no one is helping me and that makes it twice i
asked so. This game had an excellent story, and generally good puzzles, but a few bad mechanics made it very tedious to play.

Camera angles were poorly planned, often flipping around in the middle of a scene. This turns forward into backwrd, and left
into right. This made the game very disorienting and confusing to play, *especially* during maze sections.

Often, only part of a room would be shown, and you would have to find the correct place to move your character so you could
access a new camera view. Poor pathing and having to guess what position would trigger the change made this excruciating.

Finally, there were often large, open spaces that our character needed to cover, in one case dozens of times for the same puzzle,
and there was no zip or quick exit feature. You have to watch your character run slowly through the whole space *every*
*single* *time*.

Can I recommend this game? It has a good story. However, it is unacceptable that the dev team let these mechanical issues
persist past development, let alone playtesting. Play it if you're very patient.. one of the missions is to ride a tiny cart until you
find a bear and then shoot it with a pistol. THE WORST GAME DO NOT GET, IF YOU GOT FOR FREE DONT EVEN
INSTALL JUST ASK STEAM TO REMOVE FROM ACCOUNT. YES IT IS THAT BAD. I SMACKED THE HELL OUT
OF THE UNINSTALL BUTTON AFTER PLAYING JUST A SINGLE TINY BIT OF THIS. I like the new civs and style..
Haven't played the whole game yet but so far it's fun and interesting. The environments and art style are cool so far, and I look
forward to playing more.. Great game. Needs some polishing but extremely fun and has great potential.
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